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Over the last two decades, there has been a trend amongst EU Member States to set up
specialized market authorities with rather strictly defined competences. Recently, it seems that a
different approach is favoured: EU Member States set up new authorities with broader scopes of
competence or even combine existing authorities into super-authorities, thereby concentrating both
power and responsibility. The Netherlands is an example where the legislator has chosen to
combine three administrative bodies into one super-authority by 1 January 2013. This new
entity, the Authority for Consumers and Markets (ACM), is described by its Chairman-to-be,
Chris Fonteijn, as a body that applies a problem-based approach. That being so, the questions
remain as to exactly how the ACM will carry out this new approach and how it will use its
competences in doing so. This article places the ACM within the general European trend of
merging authorities and expanding power. It aims to answer the question whether the ACM has
been given the right structure and the necessary powers to live up to the legislator’s expectations.
In the first place, we give an overview of the trend towards more concentrated market authorities
in Europe. Secondly, we explain the structural changes which the ACM will undergo and
identify its key elements. Thirdly, we evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the new
super-authority and explain their practical implications. We conclude with some remarks about
what other countries can learn from the Dutch example.

The Netherlands will soon have a new and more powerful market authority
resulting from a merger of The Netherlands Competition Authority (NMa), the
Independent Post and Telecommunications Authority (OPTA), and The
Netherlands Consumer Authority (CA).1 These three entities, presently operating
to a great extent independently from each other, will join forces on 1 January
2013 to form a so-called super-authority: the Authority for Consumers and
Markets (ACM). Please note that there are still administrative bodies that have
been kept outside of this concentration (at least for the time being), such as
inspectorate bodies in the fields of media and healthcare. Although the ACM is
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indeed a super-authority, it does not cover the full range of sectors of the Dutch
economy.
When we use the word ‘merger’ or ‘concentration’ in the context of this
article, we refer to the process of combining (and streamlining) of governmental
institutions. A merger in this sense is only partially comparable to a merger of
private legal persons. The legal framework differs in many ways. To avoid any
confusion, the use of the term ‘merger’ in this article refers exclusively to the
idiosyncratic type of combining (and streamlining) governmental institutions and
is not to be understood in the context of merger control of companies.
1

A EUROPEAN TREND

Over the last five years, numerous EU Member States have merged their market
authorities and regulators by combining competences in newly created
super-authorities. The combination of competition authorities with consumer
agencies has been a particularly prevalent choice. Italy, Denmark and Malta have all
changed their legislation to that end and have realized combined competition and
consumer authorities.2 Finland will follow their example at the beginning of
2013. Ireland has announced plans for the amalgamation of its competition and
consumer authority in the context of its Strategy Statement 2012–2014.3 In
addition, Luxembourg has merged its Competition Inspectorate, responsible for
investigating anticompetitive practices, with the Competition Council, thus
creating a new, more powerful authority holding both investigative and
decision-making competences.4 Moreover, the UK has proposed some
considerable change by integrating the functions of the Competition Commission
and the Office of Fair Trading (OFT) into a new Competition and Markets
Authority (CMA) which would be set up to function independently from the
government.5
The Dutch approach, replacing two existing authorities and one regulator by
a single entity, seems to fit in perfectly with the abovementioned enumeration.
However, before we go into detail about the ACM, its structure and its strengths
and weaknesses, we would like to point out a few distinct differences between two
sub-groups within what we perceive to be a trend amongst EU Member States.
On the one hand, there are Member States such as Malta, Luxembourg and
Finland that have created or are planning to create super-authorities to develop
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and strengthen market supervision. In these Member States, market supervision has
not been at an optimal level and the creation of new, more powerful authorities is
mainly focused on increasing control and enhancing competition to benefit
economic growth and consumer welfare. To attain this goal, higher expenses for
e.g., additional staff are accepted.
On the other hand, there are Member States such as the UK and The
Netherlands where the capacity and quality of market supervision are a less urgent
concern.These Member States are assembling some of their authorities in order to
reduce existing concurrencies and to exploit potential synergies in order to
streamline the administrative body and, thereby, lower their government spending.
Despite their very different motives, both these sub-groups of Member States seem
to follow the trend of merging administrative bodies.
2

THE ACM

The notion to combine OPTA and NMa is not a new one. In 2002, the Dutch
government announced plans to integrate OPTA into the NMa as one of its
chambers. However, this disposition was postponed in 2003 and again in 2004 as
the initiators did not think it was the right time for this kind of change and
considered that the integration should come as corollary of a development in
which both entities should grow together naturally. Moreover, when the
Consumer Authority was established in 2007, the question arose as to whether to
integrate the new body into the NMa or to create an independent entity. At that
time, the legislator made the choice to keep these authorities separate.
In order to understand the motivation behind creating the ACM at this
moment in time, it can be helpful to ask three simple questions: ‘Why?’, ‘Why
now?’ and ‘Why merge these three designated authorities into one body?’ It is clear that
something has changed since 2004 and 2007, when the proposed integration of
OPTA, respectively the Consumers Authority into the NMa was rejected.
We believe the answers to the three abovementioned questions to be
pre-eminently financially motivated and to stem from the coalition agreement of
the Dutch government coalition as led by Prime Minister Rutte – Rutte cabinet I6
(hereinafter: ‘agreement’). In the agreement, a focus is placed on enhancing the
efficiency of the government and its institutions in order to balance government
spending.7 An essential part of the savings has to be realized by the NMa (EUR
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5.9 million), the OPTA (EUR 0.8 million) and the CA (EUR 0.7 million)
individually or as part of the ACM collectively (EUR 7.4 million).
However, the need to reduce government spending not only constitutes the
trigger for the merger, but it also dictates its timing. The timeframe given to
establish a balanced government spending is set to 2015 in the agreement. In 2012,
the three institutions expect to realize combined savings of EUR 1.4 million.The
merger will be the result of two separate bills: the first one regarding the setup of
the ACM as an independent governing body (without legal personality and staff);
the second one regarding powers and competences of the new entity. The
introduction of the two bills is expected to save an additional EUR 3.38 million
annually,8 leaving EUR 3.1 million to be realized until 2015.
The third question (Why merge these three authorities into one body?) is a highly
debated one – especially amongst scholars. Critics argue that the NMa, the OPTA
and the CA are too different in order to be successfully combined;9 adherents see
potential advantages in the diversity and flexibility of the newly-established
entity.10
The fact is that the NMa is a typical competition authority whose main task
is to supervise company behaviour and penalize violations of Dutch competition
law.11 Its actions are ex-post rather than ex-ante (except for its merger control
tasks).
The same is true for the CA, which supervises compliance with (certain)
consumer rights on the basis of a specific bill on consumer protection.12
The OPTA, on the other hand, is a sector regulator which has a range of
ex-ante tasks. Amongst these tasks are the monitoring of the telecommunication
and postal market and the enhancement of their functioning by implementing
legislation.
Consumer protection is the main concern of the CA. The OPTA takes
consumer interests into consideration with regard to the sectors
telecommunication and postal services: its reports and monitoring thus serve and
protect the rights and interests of the consumer. The goals that the NMa pursues
are slightly less unequivocal, in a sense that consumer interests are served
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(indirectly) by way of ensuring the well-functioning of the market. Economic
efficiency is generally considered to be the main goal, although other objectives
are raised too in legal and economic doctrine.13
The different nature of the merging entities – two authorities on the one
hand and a regulator on the other – must be considered carefully. In The
Netherlands, the separation of legislative, executive and judicial powers forms the
corner stone as to how public authorities are set up, and how they relate to other
governing bodies and organs of the state. Public authorities having the power to
fine private persons (e.g., the NMa) must abide by legal principles such as fair trial
and a fair administrative procedure.14 After all, administrative sanctions can under
certain circumstances be regarded as criminal charges. Furthermore, public bodies
are bound to respect and uphold the right to privacy of subjects of the state.15
Hence, the establishment of the ACM is governed by several underlying principles
of law that determine the way in which the authority will function.
In the following two sections of this chapter, we address inter alia the issue of
compatibility of the NMa, the OPTA and the CA. We describe and explain the
ACM both in terms of structure and functioning.We highlight the key features of
the ACM and examine its strengths and weaknesses. In this context, we also refer
to other EU Member States’ examples from the two sub-groups identified in the
first chapter. The question as to how and to what extent different motives for
creating super-authorities influence the structure and operation of these new
entities will be addressed where appropriate.
2.1

STRUCTURE OF THE ACM

The explanatory memorandum of the law establishing the ACM16 (hereinafter
‘memorandum’) expresses the reasons for the merger in terms of its expected
outcome: the ACM has been created in order to enhance effectiveness, efficiency
and quality of market supervision in The Netherlands. In other words, the ACM
must produce a greater output (compared to the benchmark of the three existing
entities combined) with diminished resources while delivering better results. The
memorandum argues that a smaller authority is better fit to adapt to
internationalization, technical developments, dynamic markets and market trends
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because it is more flexible and can reallocate resources more easily. At the same
time, the ACM is equipped with all the investigative and enforcement powers of its
three predecessors. The idea is that market supervision will especially benefit from
exchange of expertise, knowledge and information within the ACM. In the
following paragraph, we will give an overview of the key changes that will take
place.
The most obvious change to the outside world is that the NMa, the OPTA
and the CA will vanish as separate entities and will be replaced by the ACM. In
that regard, it is noteworthy that each of the three authorities has a different legal
status under Dutch law.The NMa is an independent governing body without legal
personality and staff; the OPTA is an independent governing body having both
legal personality and its own staff; and the CA is a non-independent governing
body which answers directly to the Dutch Minister of Economic Affairs,
Agriculture and Innovation. Because of their dissimilar legal status, a decision had
to be made regarding which status would best suit the ACM.
In the end, the legislator followed the model of the NMa and opted for an
independent governing body without legal personality and staff. This means that
the OPTA ‘loses’ its legal personality as a result of the merger. In practice, the
question of legal personality is of little importance to the formation of the ACM
because it does not affect the application of administrative tasks. Nevertheless, the
fact that the ACM will not have its own staff and that its budget will be
determined by the government are perceived as potential weaknesses. We will
discuss this argument in greater detail in the following section.
The basic structure of the ACM is simple. Corresponding to the three former
authorities, there will be three pillars including six directorates in the ACM: one
pillar for consumer protection, one for sector-specific supervision, and one for
competition supervision. A three-member board will manage the division of tasks.
One of the new features is the creation of cross-pillar competence of the different
directorates. For example, there will be a directorate dealing with all consumer
issues including e.g., those arising in the field of competence of the sector-specific
pillar. The sector-specific pillar, the successor of the OPTA, will be composed of
two directorates, one for energy, and one for telecommunication and postal
services. The competition pillar will take over the portfolio of the NMa with an
exception in the fields of energy and transport, in which the sector-specific
directorate and the chamber for transport may apply competition law rules
themselves.17 In addition to the four abovementioned directorates, there will be
two supra-pillar directorates: the ACM’s legal service and its operational
management. The separate position of the legal service is in keeping with an
17
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internal division of responsibilities between the departments that carry out the
investigation on the one hand, and the unit that oversees the process of
punishment of legal subjects on the other hand.
In Luxembourg, the Competition Council, which recently has absorbed the
Competition Inspectorate, has both investigative and decision-making powers.
Even in the law-making process, the Competition Council is to be consulted on
any bill or draft regulation which may affect competition.18 The Dutch legislator
has not gone this far in the integration of powers: the ACM has no formal role in
the legislative process in Dutch Parliament. Nevertheless, it does combine
administrative and enforcement competences. These enforcement powers include
the possibility to sanction companies as well as individuals.
The most recent draft bill regulating inter alia the competences of the ACM19
does not – in terms of competences – differentiate between the three pillars or the
six directorates which the ACM consists of, but gives mandate to the ACM as a
single entity.20 The explanatory memorandum21 clarifies that this approach
prevents disputes over the validity of mandates from separate pillars or directorates
or even employees of the ACM. It would help promote the flexible distribution of
capacities.22
Questions such as ‘Which procedure is applicable to a given situation?’ or ‘Which
sanctions are available?’ remain untouched by this discussion, because these questions
are not answered in terms of pillars or directorates but by reference to the legal
basis used. In practice, this means that a violation of competition law rules in the
telecommunications sector could (potentially) be assessed by more than one
directorate within the ACM. However, it does not imply that such a violation, if
handled by the sector-specific pillar, is subject to a different set of legislation than
if it were handled by the competition pillar.The case handlers of the ACM have to
be much more aware of the question which law they are applying to a specific case
than of the question which pillar or directorate they are representing at a certain
given time.
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STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

The creation of the ACM has received mixed reactions in The Netherlands. In
order to start on a positive note, we would first like to address some potential
strengths of the new authority. Subsequently, we will discuss some potential
weaknesses of the ACM.
2.2[a]

Strengths

First, there is the matter of saving costs by merging different organizations into one
entity. An organization that unites several regulatory/supervisory authorities can be
cost-efficient: no need for separate management layers in general and management
boards in specific; no need for separate facilities such as payroll administrations,
library services, etc. Another contribution to the efficiency process is the aspect of
information-sharing. Information gathered by, or provided to, one of the
directorates of the ACM can be used by the other directorates.23 Under current
legislation, the NMa, OPTA and the CA already have this possibility subject to
strict limitations, but those ‘checks and balances’ are not, by default, applicable to
the ACM.24
The question is whether a full-fledged and entire merger is necessary in order
to realize the abovementioned savings, or whether a partial merger (i.e., of certain
management layers) might suffice as well.25 It goes without doubt that on a
managerial level certain efficiencies can be reached by merging different
organizations into one entity.
An advantage of the combination of the ACM’s structure and its range of
competences is promoted by Chairman-to-be, Chris Fonteijn:26 the combination
of strength and flexibility allows for a problem-based approach where the
authority first engages in a dialogue with a particular market player in order to
discuss market behaviour and ensure the well-functioning of the market. If this
method does not deliver results, the great range of powers given to the ACM
leaves other options to push towards a desirable outcome.
Information-sharing does not only have a cost-related dimension. It can also
improve the decision-making and the output quality of an organization. An
authority that unites different pillars and departments is able to build up sectorial
23
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knowledge of the economy and easily share it amongst its services. From an
information perspective, an organization such as the ACM can absorb knowledge
and gain expertise from various fields. Hence, it can make sure that that
information is distributed within the agency and exchanged between staff
members at different levels and in different parts of the organization.
At the beginning of this century, the European Commission implemented a
number of changes in its organization in order to improve the quality of its
decisions in the field of merger control. This happened after the European Court
of Justice had annulled several decisions of the Commission in highly sensitive
merger control cases. The goal of these structure adjustments of the organization
was to prevent problems like ‘groupthink’ and tunnel vision in the future.27
Please note that the changes the European Commission implemented in its
organization concerned (only) the Directorate-General for Competition.The same
process of modifications in a much broader organization (such as the ACM) does
not necessarily bring the same improvements in decision-making quality. In other
words, the concentration of several agencies into one organization is not an
absolute prerequisite for the implementation of an organizational reform like the
European Commission has put through. It does, however, provide the possibility to
gain information regarding sectors and to build up sectorial knowledge and
expertise to an extent that will probably not be achieved in a situation of
separately functioning bodies.
2.2[b]

Weaknesses

Although the ACM will neither have legal personality nor its own staff, its board
of directors will be formally independent of the Ministry of Economic Affairs,
Agriculture and Innovation.The Minister will not have the right to take decisions
in individual cases, but he will have the power to issue general policy rules.28
These general rules can influence the interpretation of the governing body’s
discretionary powers. Thus, the Minister has the ability to exercise a certain
amount of control over the performance of the tasks and duties of the ACM, e.g.,
in respect to general policy rules on sanctions.29 The ACM does not hold an
exceptional position in this regard in the landscape of administrative bodies in The
27
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Netherlands, as many of them function on this basis (i.e., in a framework of policy
rules). Even though the ACM itself also possesses the power to draw up general
policy rules in some fields,30 the position of the Minister does raise questions
regarding the application of European Union rules that require the independence
of regulators (for instance in the fields of gas and electricity) and exempt certain
tasks even from general policy rules altogether.31
A feature that does give the ACM a special position in the landscape of
administrative bodies in The Netherlands, is that there is no other administrative
body in the country combining regulatory powers with enforcement competences
on such a high scale. This mixture of ex-ante and ex-post administrative powers is
potentially problematic, because the nature of these competences differs
intrinsically.
As mentioned above, different laws provide different competences to the
authority. It is the responsibility of the case handlers to apply the rules of the
applicable legislation to a given case, independently of which pillar or directorate
they are acting for. In fact, a case handler could be working on a competition
case with regard to the postal market under the competition or the sector-specific
pillar. This may fall under the discretion of the ACM. The legal basis, however,
determines which procedures are to be followed and which (punitive) measures
are available.That is a choice made by the legislator.Therefore, the law dictates the
applicable procedures and serves as a limitation of the ACM’s discretionary power
to assign cases to one or the other of the three pillars.
The exchange of information between different parts of the organization may
provide certain advantages that we have dealt with above. It does, however, also
provide risks as to the use of the information in different case dossiers.
Information gained on the basis of certain provisions should not automatically
be made available to case handlers that work on other dossiers. The Dutch
legislator is currently reviewing the rules and conditions on use and exchange of
information.32 The Minister of Economic Affairs, Agriculture and Innovation is
reluctant to build in additional checks and balances, despite requests to do so by
various parties and stakeholders.33
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Cf. Art. 39 of Directive 2009/73/EC (gas), and Art. 35 of Directive 2009/72/EC (electricity). See
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Ibid. See for some highly critical comments on the lack of legal safeguards regarding the internal use
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The choice to set up the ACM as an independent governing body without
legal personality and staff has an effect which may influence its functioning: the
NMa, the OPTA and the CA have all been created on the basis of European
directives which prescribe a certain amount of independence as a fundamental
feature of every governing body. Due to its lack of legal personality, the ACM will
have no staff of its own, and its budget will be determined by the Ministry of
Economic Affairs, Agriculture and Innovation. Critics argue that the non-political
functioning of the ACM could be undermined by its inability to operate
independently on a financial level.34
3

CONCLUSION

EU Member States show a rising trend towards the set up of new governing
bodies with broader scopes of competence and towards a merger of existing
authorities into super-authorities. The Netherlands forms an example of a
legislator’s choice to merge three governing bodies into one super-authority by 1
January 2013. The ACM will apply a problem-based approach. Yet, ACM’s own
structure and functioning are not (automatically) problem-free or without legal
concerns.The question remains as to exactly how the ACM will carry out its new
approach and how it will use its competences in doing so.
In its present setup, the ACM raises concerns on two fronts: the use and abuse
of information that has been gathered using different legal bases, and the level of
independence of the organization from the Ministry of Economic Affairs,
Agriculture and Innovation.
Other countries can learn from the concentration of several administrative
bodies into one authority that has taken place in The Netherlands. The
establishment of a ‘super-authority’ should abide by basic rules that aim to
guarantee underlying principles of law such as the separation of powers, fair trial
and fair administrative procedures, and privacy.
A super-authority must follow and apply these principles in practice, for
instance in the process of opening case dossiers, in the choice of legal bases for
investigative or enforcement actions, and in the use of information that is already
available within the organization. In this last respect, the administrative body has
the obligation not to use information that has been retrieved on the basis of
competences that stem from other fields of law than the legislation on the basis of
which the investigation at hand is carried out.
For the time being, Europe will not be relieved of public bodies merging into
bigger, more powerful authorities. Although countries might have good reasons to
34
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merge these entities, this does not discharge them from the obligation to establish
the necessary checks and balances. These checks and balances have to ensure that
‘super-authorities’ function with a sufficient degree of independence from political
influence in individual cases while respecting and upholding the rights of citizens
and companies. In this regard, judicial review of administrative decisions remains
utterly important in order to keep these multi-potent administrative bodies in
check.

